iBed Wireless

iBed Wireless, available on our S3 MedSurg Bed and InTouch Critical Care Bed, is compatible with many information management systems, allowing your facility to build a custom end solution. This gives caregivers the ability to help provide advanced fall prevention, equipment management and documentation directly from the bedside.

Connected and confident care

Alert management  EHRs  Handheld devices  Nurse call²  Smart Equipment Management

Sent through Stryker’s server application

Connected to your system¹

Side rail positions  Bed exit alarm  Patient weight²  Protocol reminders  Head of bed angle  Low height  Brake set
Lower total cost of ownership
Protec your investment as medical device connectivity evolves. Compatible with many information management systems, allowing your facility to build a custom end solution.¹

Flexible connectivity
Compatible with many third party systems, iBed Wireless currently works with leading suppliers of EHR, Nurse Call, Middleware, Alert Management and handheld devices.

Advanced fall prevention¹*

iBed Wireless provides caregivers with the opportunity to take a more proactive approach to help prevent patient falls with an enhanced ability to monitor fall risk and the tools necessary to respond in a timely manner.

- Customized safe bed (per hospital protocol) configuration for fall-risk patients can be monitored in real time.
- Any changes made to the bed that are out of compliance with respect to hospital protocols can trigger remote notifications.
- Bed exit alarm has the ability to alert on a customer’s specific dashboard, handheld devices, or corridor light independent of a nurse call cable.²
- Ability to run reports on bed compliance.

Equipment management¹

Improve efficiencies through near real-time location and iBed wireless technology.

- Near real-time location of beds.
- Remote diagnostics-error codes sent out wirelessly for maintenance calls.
- Improved coordination of care.
- Ability to show operational status for service.

Documentation¹

iBed Wireless also provides the ability to connect your hospital bed wirelessly to your Electronic Health Records.

- Patient weights³ and bed configurations, like HOB angle, bed height, side rails, brake, bed exit alarm and protocol reminders can be documented into an EHR from the bedside.
- Open architecture design allows the bed to connect to most EHRs or third party systems.
SEM (Smart Equipment Management) is an application available for iBed Wireless users who are looking to gather near real-time data from their Stryker MedSurg and ICU beds.

With SEM, you will be able to remotely identify the bed’s location, serial number, operational status, error codes, and much more.

This intuitive application is compatible with computers, tablets and mobile phones, allowing you the flexibility to remotely evaluate your equipment.

The SEM application provides you with product information that enables you to work smarter, not harder and can save you valuable time.
Stryker’s Financial Guarantee

Reduce falls by **50%**
with iBed Wireless

Trusted partner.

Stryker’s iBed Wireless Financial Guarantee:
Stryker guarantees a 50% reduction in bed-related falls occurring on Stryker beds equipped with iBed Wireless Technology. If a reduction of 50% in bed-related falls is not recognized after one full year (based on delivery date) of product use by the facility, Stryker will pay back the cost of the on bed components of the iBed Wireless system.*

*Facility must meet eligibility requirements as outlined in the iBed Wireless Fall Reduction Contract. iBed Wireless System includes iBed Radios, iBed Locators, and a Stryker server application.
Customer Support Services

Technical Support
Our Technical Support comprises a team of professionals available to help with your iBed Wireless needs. Contact via phone at 1 800 STRYKER or email at medicaltechnicalsupport@stryker.com.

Stryker's ProCare Services
Every day, you count on your medical equipment to perform at its best. With ProCare Services, our people help to ensure your equipment is ready to perform when it’s needed and make it easier to get the most from your investment. When an issue arises, we promise that we’ll solve it — performing repairs quickly and correctly.

ProCare isn't just a service program. It’s a partnership you can count on to give you one less thing to worry about, and one more reason to feel confident you’re doing all you can for your clinicians, staff and patients.

All ProCare agreements provide:
- Stryker-authorized service representative
- Stryker-direct factory parts
- Two-hour callback response time
- Fixed service costs up front
- Increased uptime
- 24-72 hour equipment turnaround time**
- Access to the SEM application***

**Based on the provisions of the Service Agreement and the location of the product.
***Access to the SEM application is included in ProCare agreements for iBed Wireless users only.

Flex Financial Program
Our financial programs provide a range of smart alternatives designed to fit your organization’s needs. We offer flexibility beyond a cash purchase with payment structures that can be customized to meet budgetary needs and help to build long-term financial stability. Contact your account manager for more information.

1. The features listed are only available when iBed Wireless is integrated with third party systems that bring data to EHRs, Handheld devices, Alert Management Systems, Nurse Call, or Asset Management Systems. The iBed Wireless System requires iBed Radios, iBed Locators, and a Stryker Server application.
2. This feature is only available when iBed Wireless is integrated with proper third party systems. Per UL1069 hospitals must still provide a wired connection for patients to send nurse call request.
3. Do not use the scale system reading as a reference for medical treatment
*When combining the proper processes and technologies to help reduce risk of bed related falls.